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Wednesday's noontime show was hosted by the green cohort with counselors Ezra, 
Holly, Jenny, Mica, Liza and their CIT Jack. The noontime show started off with Ingrid 
Aumiller singing and playing “Summer Love” by One Direction on the guitar. Then CITs 
Gabby, Jack, and Charlotte presented a CIT PSA about the importance of staying quiet 
when another class is in session in the courtyard. Then Arnav Travers shared a 
monologue from Julius Caesar by William Shakespeare. Then Charlotte Kaufman, 
Lily Kaufman, Lily Park, and Gabby Vogel did a Hip-Hop dance. After that, Holly’s 
That’s So Sketchy class did an act titled “What not to do at a job interview” that got a 
lot of laughs. Some of the crowd’s favorites were when one girl filmed a live stream and 
when someone ate a whole head of lettuce. Then Lucca Olivet performed the song 
“Stupid With Love” from Mean Girls: The Musical. Then Ezra showed two short films: 
“Les Freres” by the Torpey brothers and “The 100 pound weighted blanket” by the 
Sacks siblings. The Noontime show finished up with another CIT PSA with Yael, 
Sahara and Nate, who showed the audience that the LOST AND FOUND is in 
between the ENTRANCE TO THE COURTYARD and THE YELLOW COHORT 
(the smallest cohort but the best cohort.)

Noontime Show Review
by Lilah Simpson

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
by Penny Judd

Today is Eloise, my sister, from the blue 
group's 8th birthday! She has been annoying 
me about it for weeks but after today it will 
be over for another year! July 2nd is also 
National I Forgot Day, so don't forget to tell 
your family (unless you forget!). Don’t forget 
to wish her a happy birthday and if you see 
her say happy 7th birthday! (I know it is her 
8th birthday).

May’s New Imaginary Friend
By Hannah Glants

We’re back on the 
latest news, where in 
Asgard a massive pig 
apocalypse is 
happening. Thankfully
Thor found the cause 
and put the pigs back in 
through a portal where 
they just happened to come from. It turns out 
the cause was Thor's brother, Loki, who had 
conjured a portal from Zompigamania to 
Asgard from his jail cell. After that Loki was put 
in a high security jail cell for double the last 
time.  People are now thanking Thor in Japan 
because it seems the same thing happened 
there too but when Thor stopped it in Asgard 
it also stopped in Japan. So you should drive 
down to Japan and get a picture of you 
thanking Thor.

How The Pig Apocalypse Happened
By Daphne Marquis

Hello and welcome back to Magical Animal Advice Column! I’m Rosie Sparklenose-
And I’m Sizzles! The dragon! Her co-worker!
Sizzles, how many times must we go over this! You are the Assistant and I am the Boss!  You are not 
the co-worker! Unicorns do not have co-workers! 
Whatever you say, co-worker. Ooh! Ooh! Is today the day we get to interview the phoenix 
with the fear of fire? That’s right folks! Pyrophobia means fear of fire! 
SIZZLES! I’m supposed to say that! 
Oops, sorry. Shouldn’t you tell the phoenix to come in? And I’ve been meaning to ask you 
why the advice room is covered in mirrors on this fine morning. 
It’s part of the advice ritual. Now BE QUIET! Pheelia! Oh, Pheelia-
I thought you said her name was “Pheelia” not “Ophelia!”
Shhh! Pheelia? You can come in!
      So, uh, hi? Is this Magical Animal Advice column!
Aha. And you’re Pheelia, right?
      Yes. 
Awesome! Feel free to take a look around!
      Okay. AAAAAH!
Pssst! Rosie! Was Pheelia supposed to burn up and turn into a pile of charcoal like that?
No, of course not! She has pyrophobia, you dummy! The room is covered in mirrors, and you told her 
to take a look around! When phoenixes get scared, they turn into piles of ash so they can get reborn! 
      I’m back! AAAAAH!
Sizzles, maybe you should-
      Here I am again! AAAAAH!
Take down some of the-
      I am reborn once more! AAAAAH!
Mirrors.
Okey dokey, miss co-worker! One down, about a hundred to go! 
    AN HOUR LATER
Okay! All done! No more mirrors! Hey, Pheelia! You can re-birth yourself now! Pheelia? 
Pheelia? Hello?
Oh wait. I think I remember reading somewhere that a phoenix can only get reborn three times in a day. 
Oh well. But also, problem solved! Piles of ash can’t be scared of anything because they are piles of ash!
Lifeless, boring, piles of ash! I’m a genius! Oh yeah! The show’s over! 
Tune in next time for when we talk to an ogre who loves babysitting! 

May has an imaginary 
unicorn!  The unicorn can 
talk like a human and her
imaginary power is 
making sunset at night. 

When she is angry, the sun does not set and then 
the sun is up all night. Normally she is happy and 
likes going on di�erent adventures. One time she 
even fought an alien, but today we are going to 
concentrate on the adventure that she had last 
week. Last week, May and the unicorn went to a 
cursed forest and met an evil dragon that tried 
stealing May. But then the unicorn saved May. 
The way that the unicorn saved May was that she 
made the sun blind the dragon and helped May 
get out of its claws. When they got home, May 
dyed the unicorn’s hair. 

The  End 

Magical Animal Advice Column
Number one
Interviewers: Roselia Sparklenose, unicorn. Sizzles os’more, Dragon
Magical animal seeking advice: Pheelia the phoenix

Highlights from CAAP Noontime Show Wednesday, June 30, 2021. 



Things Parents Just Don't 
Understand About Kids
By: Maia Sullivan

Adults. The weirdos who took care of you and threw you into this 
odd universe, somehow related to you. It’s weird to think these old 
people used to be children, like yourself. Wouldn’t you think that they 
would know you, after going through childhood and being with you 
and your (probably) annoying childhood that is still going on? Shouldn’t 
they know what kids like and what kids do not like? I mean, they were 
once kids themselves at some point a million years ago, right?

Let’s count down the top 10 things adults should know about children 
and their interests:

1. KIDS ARE NOT ALL OBSESSED WITH BABY SHARK
First of all, the majority of the kids I’ve interviewed said it was 
EXTREMELY ANNOYING and very hard to get out of your head.

2. We aren’t perfect
You weren’t when you were little, and we aren’t perfect either. No one is.

3. We can understand more than some people give us credit for
We aren’t entirely dumb, kids are really smart in ways. We have 10 
to the fifteenth times more creativity than adults, and we know some 
random facts.

4. Kids really care about what adults think about them.
Specifically the adult who you live with. Children really want to know 
what you really feel about them.

Everyone with a dog thinks that they have 
the best dog but here is a list of the best 
dogs in the world. The data for this is from 
The American Kennel Club.

Labrador Retriever
Labrador Retrievers are friendly, active, and 
easy to train dogs that are a good size and 
live for about 10-12 years.

Bulldog
Bulldogs are small calm dogs and have 
seasonal shedding, they live for about 
8-10 years and do not bark a lot.

Golden Retriever
Golden Retrievers are smart friendly dogs 
that are active, have seasonal shedding and 
are good with dogs and people. They bark 
sometimes and live for about 10-12 years.

Beagle
Beagles are merry and very curious dogs 
that are small and need weekly grooming, 
they live about 10-15 years.

Pug
Pugs are mischievous, good tempered dogs 
that are small and shed regularly. They are a 
little active and live about 13-15 years.
 

Supplies: plastic bag, and 5 ice cubes

Do you have a headache? Then you should 
follow these steps to make it go away.

Step 1.   Tell a Counselor.
Step 2.   Go to the nurse with a counselor.
Step 3.   Tell the nurse that you have a headache.
Step 4.   She gave me a plastic bag filled with ice cubes.
Step 5.    Put the bag on your head like a little hat.
Step 6.    After the headache goes away ask a counselor 
to pour the ice in the sink.

That`s how you do it!

What To Do If You Have 
A Headache at CAAP!
By Hannah Glants

Irish Setter
Irish Setters are outgoing active dogs with 
a good temper and are great with people 
and other dogs. They are big and easy to 
train, they live for about 12-15 years.

Brussels Griffon
Brussels Griffon are somewhat active dogs 
that like to play and need weekly grooming. 
They are small and live 12-15 years.

Newfoundland
Newfoundlands are sweet patient dogs that 
need weekly grooming and have seasonal 
shedding, and are somewhat active, and are 
easy to train. They don’t bark a lot and live 
9-10 years.

French Bulldog
French Bulldogs are playful, smart, and need 
occasional grooming, and are easy to train. 
They have a quiet bark and live 10-12 years.

Collie  
Collies are devoted, proud dogs that are very 
active and have seasonal shedding. They are 
big and live about 12-14 years. 

best dogs in the world
by Penny Judd

5. We want to know about what you say about us when 
talking to others or to yourself
Kids want to know what adults are talking about or thinking 
about, specifically 
if it’s about them.

6. We don’t care if you cry
Honestly, when I was little, I never saw my parents cry in front 
of me. EVER. (Except for the time I accidentally hit her with a 
hammer while she was holding this pinata that wouldn’t break. 
She swore loudly.) It was like they were superhuman or something. 
If they did cry in front of us, we would learn how to develop 
sympathy for others, and that’s a good skill to learn. Also it would 
make us think you weren’t really space aliens from another planet 
or something like that.

7. We want to know you FOR REAL
What are you really interested in? What are your secret passions? 
I’ve known my moms for YEARS and I don’t really know what they 
first wanted to be when they grew up.

8. If we made a choice that you did, that doesn’t always mean we 
are just following the leader
Just because we did something you did, we aren’t copying you 
because you are the parent.

9. We need some time to relax once in a while
Kids need “parent” relaxation moments too! We get tired sometimes, 
and other times we just want to think about random stuff and let our 
brain process long complicated stuff if it’s been a hard day.

10. We do truly think you are awesome, and we love you!
Even if some kids have a weird way of showing it, they love you. 
I mean, we wouldn’t exist if adults didn’t exist! Thank you for bringing
us into this world!
 
.

Dinosaurs: If they were real right now, 
what would they do and what would 
they like?
Dinosaurs: we all know them the monsters of the past but 
some people have theories that we lived with them. If so 
why didn't we die out and how do we know so little about 
them?

So dinosaurs were a cool group of reptiles who lived 
together. So we know that they lived in all sorts of time 
periods but i am going to talk about the cretaceous era. 

Some of the dinosaurs from the cretaceous era are 
abelisaurus, achelousaurus, achillobator, and 
triceratops. So ok maybe i had to look that up but so what! 
So here are the ones i didn't look up but you can’t blame 
me dinosaur nerds if they are spelled wrong. They may 
have not lived in the cretaceous period but who cares, i know, 
i know you do dinosaur nerds.  T -rex and pterodactyls ok so 
maybe the headline doesn't match but i don’t think anyone 
cares so i guess that’s the end. So bye.
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